Planet 10G Multimode LC SFP+ 300m
Item # PT-MTB-SR

Description

The Planet PT-MTB series of 10G SFP+ and XFP modules provide a flexible option when using a 10G switch or media converter that contains the applicable port. With Single Mode and Multimode options and distances from 300 meters up to 10 kilometers, there is an option available for most high speed data applications. As an authorized Planet reseller, we can bid on RFQ's for any Planet part numbers even if they are not found on our website. Contact your L-com Sales Representative to request a non-obligatory quote.

Features

- Transmission distance up to 300m
- As an authorized Planet reseller, we can bid on RFQ's for any Planet part numbers even if they are not found on our website. Contact your L-com Sales Representative to request a non-obligatory quote.
- This module uses 50/125 OM3 Multimode cable
- This SFP+ module utilizes dual LC connectors
Application

- Fiber backbones
- High speed network requirements
- Adaptive environments